Abstract-Many controlled systems must operate over a range of external conditions. In this paper, we focus on the problem of learning a policy to adapt a system's controller based on the value of these external conditions in order to always perform well (i.e., maximize system output). In addition, we are concerned with systems for which it is expensive to run experiments, and therefore restrict the number that can be run during training. We formally define the problem setup and the notion of an optimal control policy. We propose two algorithms which aim to find such a policy while minimizing the number of system output evaluations. We present results comparing these algorithms and various other approaches and discuss the inherent tradeoffs in the proposed algorithms. Finally, we use these methods to train both simulated and physical snake robots to automatically adapt to changing terrain, and demonstrate improved performance on test courses with changing environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
During typical operation of many robotic and industrial systems, the environment can change significantly. For example, a locomoting humanoid robot may move over gently upsloped terrain, traverse a horizontal, slightly bumpy area, and move downhill through many large obstacles. Assume there is a parameterized controller which can be tuned to perform well in each of these environments. Obviously, a static set of parameters for this controller would be a suboptimal method for controlling the system in multiple environments, as one would expect the controller parameters for uphill motion to be different than those for downhill. However, one would expect some continuity in the robot's performance -similar contol parameters should lead to similar performance -and in the optimal controller -two similar environments would likely engender similar optimal parameters (Fig. 1) . In this paper, we seek to intelligently generate control policies that adapt to changes in the environment by selecting the best controller parameters for a given environment.
Unfortunately, for some systems it is infeasible to test every possible controller in every possible environment. In particular, we focus on systems for which evaluation of even a single controller/environment pair may take significant effort, and therefore we must minimize the necessary number of these evaluations. The choice of experiments (points at which to evaluate the system output) can significantly affect the quality of the resulting policy. The goal of experiment selection algorithms is to select parameters at which to evaluate in a manner that enables generation of the best possible policies. (b) .
Fig. 1: (a)
We are interested in problems for which the optimal control parameter changes significantly depending on the environmental conditions. Ideally similar environment/control combinations lead to similar system output; we therefore assume this function is continuous, although these methods can still operate with some discontinuities. (b) The resulting policy (dark lines that indicate mapping from environment to control) tends to be piecewise continuous; similar environments usually result in similar controllers, but there are likely to be some discontinuities. A good policy can be estimated from a low-cost model of the true expensive system output, requiring only a handful of carefully chosen points.
This resourceful policy generation is made possible by the assumption of continuous system output with respect to the controller parameters and the environment, allowing us to infer reasonable values for an unsampled system output based on nearby sampled values. We use statistical metrics such as expected improvement in order to choose where to sample the system output, so that we ensure that our evaluations are useful (rather than wasted on poor regions of our search space).
In this paper, we first outline the terms necessary to formally define the optimization problem and the goals of our algorithms. We then propose two algorithms which use a statistical measure to select points at which to sample the system output. We demonstrate the efficacy of these methods on a set of test functions, and then show results of several control policies created using these methods, applied to both simulated systems and physical robots. Specifically, we demonstrate improved locomotion over changing terrain for the snake robots described in [1] , as compared to a control policy generated through random sampling of the environment and control parameter spaces.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the keys to this work is the idea of using a surrogate function to represent a function which is expensive to evaluate, and basing search methods on this cheap model of the true function. These ideas have been extensively explored in the global optimization community [2] , [3] , often relying on stochastic processes to create a surrogate function [4] , [5] , [6] . In this paper, we use Gaussian Processes ( [7] ) as a function approximation method that generates an estimate of the true system output along with a measure of confidence in that estimate.
Given a surrogate function, the goal of global optimization of expensive functions becomes using the surrogate to choose subsequent true function evaluations in order to minimize the number of total evaluations while maximizing performance. In cases where the function evaluations are costly (hours to days), computational requirements are not a significant issue; careful choice of the sample is more important. Note the difference from active learning, where the quality of the surrogate is paramount (e.g., [8] ); instead, we are only interested in the model as a means to optimize a function, and do not require high confidence over the entire surface.
A number of heuristics and statistical methods have been derived to use information from the surrogate function to choose this sample location ( [3] provides a survey of many existing methods). These include sampling at an upper confidence bound of the predicted function [9] , [10] , using the probability of improvement [11] , [12] , and the use of expected improvement [13] , [14] . The latter has shown to effectively trade off exploration of the parameter space and exploitation of the known good areas, without requiring algorithm parameters to be carefully tuned. It has been used in the context of global optimization, and expanded to multiobjective optimization [15] , [16] , noisy black-box function optimization [17] , [18] , [19] , and other domains. However, none of these methods are directly applicable to the addition of environment parameters. In contrast, our algorithms take these parameters into consideration through the optimization of a policy which defines a mapping on the function's domain. Inspired by the success of the expected improvement metric, we adapt it to be meaningful in selecting points which aim to improve our policy.
Perhaps the most closely related relevant work is that done in the field of robust controller selection [20] , [21] . In particular this work explicitly breaks the parameter space into a control and environment subspace, as we do in this paper. However, robust controller selection methods seek to find a robust controller, rather than an adaptive controller. Their formulation treats the environment parameter as noise, which is useful when the environment is unobservable or changes at a timescale much shorter than the control bandwidth. Instead, we create a control policy, which adapts controller performance to observable, changing environments. In environments where the controller is fast relative to the changes in environment, adaptive control will produce a system with better overall performance.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
This work aims to find a control policy that optimally adapts to external variables, while minimizing the number of experiments done to perform the optimization. The two subgoals then become: 1) Policy Generation: After the completion of a predetermined number of system output evaluations, predict an optimal control policy based on the samples.
2) Experiment Selection: Select subsequent parameters for evaluation, based on the previous system output evaluations, which maximize the score of the policy predicted by the policy generation algorithm. In order to make these notions more concrete, we define several terms and then restate these subgoals more precisely.
Definition 1 (Control Parameter): The control parameter space X c is a compact subset of R mc . Each x c ∈ X c represents a particular value of the system of interest that can be fully specified during normal operation. Some examples of control parameters include the value of a set of gains in a PID controller, the relative concentration of two reactants in an industrial process, or the prescribed dosage of a drug during drug development.
Definition 2 (Environment Parameter): The environment parameter space X e is a compact subset of R me . This space contrasts with the control space in that values x e ∈ X e cannot be controlled under normal real-world operation, but can be specified in laboratory trials. Furthermore, the value of x e can be measured during normal operation. Therefore, these parameters represent continuous valued external factors of the system, such as terrain steepness for a locomoting system, wind strength and direction for a UAV, particulate size in an industrial process, or disease strain during drug development.
Definition 3 (System Output): The system output, denoted as f : X e × X c → R, is a continuous, real-valued function of the environment and control parameters. This function represents the performance of the system, given some environmental conditions and some specified control parameter. Example system outputs include the speed of a locomoting system over a terrain, the efficiency of a mechanical process, or the turbulance of a wing design calculated from a wind tunnel or computational fluid dynamics experiment. For the methods we propose here, we assume that sampling this system output is time intensive or computationally expensive, and therefore there is a limit to the number of times this function can be evaluated.
Definition 4 (Control Policy): The control policy defined in this work is a mapping γ : X e → X c (not necessarily surjective), such that γ(x e ) represents the control parameter set by γ in reaction to sensing environment parameter x e .
The score S of a control policy,
represents how well this policy adapts to varied environmental parameters. The ω : X e → R + term is an optional weighting function that reflects the relative importance of learning controllers for various environments.
We define the optimal control policy for the system, γ * , as the policy which maximizes f (x e , γ(x e )) ∀ x e ∈ X e . In other words,
Note that γ * is independent of ω, becauseγ * (x e ) can be independently determined for each x e ∈ X e . Although the An example system output for one dimensional environment and control spaces. The policy is shown below the function and its performance is projected to the left. An optimal policy is illustrated in (a), presenting the best control parameter for every environment parameter. Note that the policy shown in (b), which also maps to a control parameter that maximizes the system output at xe = 1, results in a significantly lower overall score because of its poorer choices in other regions of the environment space.
weighting function can make a significant difference during experiment selection and policy comparison, the optimal policy is unaffected by the relative importance of different environments.
To illustrate these ideas, we use one-dimensional environment and control spaces (Fig. 2 ). In Fig. 2 (a), the optimal policy γ * is shown projected onto the control-environment plane, and the score integral is visualized on the system output-environment plane; Fig. 2 (b) shows a suboptimal policy. Note that the system output is continuous, whereas the control policy does not have this restriction.
The goal of this work is to find the highest scoring γ after a number of system output evaluations. As above, we break this problem into policy generation and experiment selection subproblems.
1) Policy Generation: Given the results of n system output evaluations, choose the best estimate for γ * . 2) Experiment Selection: Choose the sequence of points
, where the choice of x k+1 is informed by {f (x i ) |i ≤ k}, which maximizes the score of the policy produced by the chosen policy generation algorithm.
IV. PROPOSED METHODS
The difficulty of applying a standard optimization technique to this problem is twofold. First, the true objective function we are maximizing during policy generation is S. Unfortunately, evaluating S(γ), the score of a single policy, involves an integral of our expensive system output f (x e , x c ). As the policy generation task admits no new evaluations of f , and the experiment selection only allows n evaluations, it is clear that it is impossible to calculate S(γ) for any single policy γ, let alone apply a standard optimization technique to S. Secondly, rather than directly searching the infinite-dimensional policy space, the problem setup requires selection of a series of x i ∈ X e × X c which will yield the information necessary to build a good policy.
The first of these problems is addressed in our approach by using a surrogate function,f , to model the system output and make decisions. This technique is widely used in global optimization of expensive functions, but the surrogate usually directly represents the function to be optimized. Here, we instead use it to represent a function that is an intermediary in the computation of our score function. However, we share with the global optimization community the key idea of replacing an expensive function with a surrogate, using the surrogate to make informed decisions, and then updating the surrogate when new information is available.
In particular, we use a Gaussian Process (GP) [7] forf . Using GPs for regression has the benefit of providing a full posterior distribution (which is Gaussian) at each point; we denote the variance of this distribution asσ 2 . This means it is easy to determine confidence intervals or integrate an objective criterion over possible values of the function.
Use of a surrogate function entails the assumption that the model is a reasonable representation of knowledge about the function. If the hypothesis space is not rich enough to capture behavior of the system output, or the hypothesis space is too rich, the model could under or overfit the data, resulting in poor algorithm performance. For the experimental results, we have used the squared exponential kernel as the covariance for the GP, but the methods described below do not rely on any particular choice of covariance; in general we recommend selecting between model complexity (for example, different covariance functions for the GP) via a comparison of the leave-one-out predictive likelihood of each model. In addition, any prior knowledge about the system output should be encoded in the model prior.
Unsurprisingly, standard local and global optimization methods directly applied to optimizing system output perform poorly. This is because these methods are not optimizing the true objective; rather they focus on improving knowledge in environments with high system output results, and ignore environments with low system output results. This causes the resulting policy to be very weak in "difficult" environments (ones with low system output results), and therefore lowers the overall score. However, we have included results from the expected improvement global search algorithm EGO [14] as a point of comparison.
To respond to the problem encountered by such a method, one might choose to incorporate a method such as information gain, uniform sampling, or maximum dispersion point selection to ensure that all types of environments are equally sampled. Unfortunately, these methods cause poor regions of the control space to be sampled at the same frequency as good regions of the control space, resulting in an ineffective use of the limited sample budget. We have included a random point selection algorithm as a baseline to compare our efforts against.
These methods amount to heuristic approaches for this problem, and although heuristics can often perform well, we seek a more principled solution. The methods proposed in § IV-B and § IV-C attempt to provide a tractable solution which maximizes a statistical quantity related to the score function: approximate expectation of improvement above the current predicted policy score. 
A. Policy Generation
Using the assumption that the surrogate function generated by the GP,f , is our best estimate of the true function, the appropriate course of action is to select the policy which maximizes our best estimate of the score,
Therefore, we chooseγ * = argmax γŜ (γ). Although more efficient approximations could be applied, in low dimensional spacesγ * can be estimated via a dense sampling of the (relatively) cheapf .
Alternatively, one could also choose to take a lower-risk approach, and use a lower confidence bound of the surrogate function to defineŜ. Using this definition off to find γ * biases the generated policy towards control/environment combinations that are more well-known, and reduces the likelihood that the policy will choose a controller that will perform extremely poorly in an unexplored region of the parameter space.
As this work mainly focuses on experiment selection methods, we assume a policy generation method based on maximization of (3) via dense sampling.
B. Unbiased Expected Improvement
Among many surrogate function based methods, one of the most popular is Jones et. al's EGO algorithm [14] . This method seeks to optimize an expensive system output by using a surrogate function to choose a sequence of points at which to evaluate the function. Each subsequent selected point x k is a maximum of the expected improvement,
over y m = max 1≤i≤k−1 (f (x i )), the best previously sampled system output. Here, y t represents a sample from the predictive distribution given by the GP at x t , and p(y
2 ) is the probability density of this sample. This metric seeks to provide a balanced method for trading off exploration of the search space and focus on the best regions discovered so far ("exploitation"), and does so in a principled fashion without requiring hand-tuned parameters. In doing so, expected improvement considers the whole distribution of possible experiment results. Furthermore, given a normal probability distribution for p(y t ) as is true for GPs, the integral in (4) admits an analytic solution.
Although this method has shown considerable success, a naïve application of this approach to the selection of x k ∈ X e × X c produces poor results for control policy generation. As the algorithm quickly finds the maximum regions of f , environments which have no control parameter that performs very well will not be explored at all. Instead, the algorithm biases its search towards environments that have high values for the system output ( Fig. 3(b) ). This results in a policy that performs well in "easy" environments, but suboptimally in "difficult" environments.
The approach proposed here adapts this basic idea to the explicit separation of the environment and control space. We consider the expected improvement of sampling at some x t = (x t e , x t c ), but measure improvement over the maximum predicted value when x e = x t e , or max xc∈Xc (f (x c , x t e )), instead of over the best system output evaluation so far, max 1≤i≤k−1 (f (x i )). This gives the unbiased expected improvement (UEI):
The x k chosen by this algorithm is then given by argmax U EI(x).
By applying this method, we remove the inherent bias towards environments containing high values for f (Fig. 3(c) ). Furthermore, this approach is related to the expected improvement ofŜ. Since the calculation ofŜ involves integration of the performance of the controller γ(x e ) over all environments, this method is equivalent to finding the (x e , x c ) which maximizes the expected improvement of a single infinitesimal element of this integral. 
C. Expected Policy Score Improvement
Although the unbiased expected improvement method begins to approximate improvement of the true policy score function S, there is one crucial limitation. The improvement to the score calculated by U EI(x t ) only considers improvement at one point in the environment space, independent of the other environments, and therefore is only an infinitesimal element of the true expected improvement of the policy score. However, sampling a point will add information tof about an entire region, not just a single point. To approximate the full expected improvement, we must find a way to extrapolate the effect of sampling a single point to an entire region. To measure this effect, we generate new GP surrogate functions for every potential system output value in the predictive distribution of a point, and integrate the improvement to the policy predicted by each new surrogate.
Using this method generates a more complete estimate of the effect of sampling a point on the policy score. Of course, computing a large numeric integral can also take significantly more time, and the quality of the solution can vary based on the resolution of the integral.
More formally, let us define the expected policy score improvement at a test point x t = (x t e , x t c ) as:
whereγ * y t is the optimal policy generated by the surrogate function conditioned on the addition of a sample at x t with value y t . The point chosen for evaluation by this algorithm is argmax EP SI(x).
By maximizing (6), we are choosing a point to evaluate which maximizes expectation of improvement in the policy score function, rather than choosing a point which maximizes improvement in one differential element of the policy score integral. An example of this criterion is shown in Fig. 3(d) .
D. Method Comparison and Discussion
As the unbiased expected improvement uses an analytic expression to calculate expected improvement it is relatively quick to calculate, but only considers one infiniteseminal element of the policy score integral (albeit arguably the most significant element). Expected policy score improvement provides a more complete approximation, but requires a numeric double integral, for which the integrand requires conditioning the GP.
This produces a resulting selection surface which is smoother with respect to the environment parameter as compared to unbiased expected improvement (Fig. 3) . Qualitatively the locations of the maxima chosen by each algorithm are similar. However, the EPSI approach gives a slightly more complete approximation of the true policy score improvement. This results in improved performance but suffers from a computationally burdensome numeric integral which may reduce its usefulness for some applications.
One notable difference in the computation of the expected improvement used here and that typically used for global optimization is that here we are calculating improvement over maxima of our surrogate function (an approximation to system output), whereas other approaches calculate this improvement over the best previous system output evaluation. We calculate improvement in this manner due to the fact that a randomly selected environment has zero probability of containing a previously evaluated point. The full implications of this difference are not explored in this paper.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of these algorithms we first used analytic "test functions" in leiu of a physical system's system output, which allowed the completion of enough tests to enable one to draw reasonable conclusions. The algorithms were then used to create policiesγ * (as previously described in § IV-A) for both physical and simulated systems, which were then tested on a course with a changing environment. We created three test functions of varying complexity, shown in Fig. 4 , which could be used to compare point selection algorithms. Specifically, these environments were created such that a static control policy would not be effective over the entire space.
To measure the score of a particular algorithm, we nondeterministically generate an initial set of k points through guaranteed-coverage sampling method, such as a latin hypercube [22] , and then sequentially select n − k more points, evaluating the system output after each choice. The predicted f is used after each evaluation to generate a policy, which is scored via a numeric integral on system output. This entire process was repeated 10 times for each algorithm, the results averaged, and standard errors calculated to provide a rigorous comparison of methods. The algorithms were written in MATLAB, and used the open-source Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning package provided by Rasmussen and Williams [23] .
Although the algorithms described herein do not have any intrinsic parameters to tune, there are several implementation details which must be considered. Specifically, the choice of covariance function for the GP, the sampling strategy, the sampling density, and the density of the numeric integrals all can have an effect on overall performance. Therefore, to keep the comparison as fair as possible, we kept these choices constant when comparing the algorithms. In particular:
• The squared exponential covariance function was used for the Gaussian process.
• A grid of points was used as the set of all points at which to evaluate the metric. The location of this grid was defined by independent random offsets in each parameter, which were recalculated for the selection of each subsequent point x i .
• Varying densities of this grid, from 10 to 40 points in the environment parameter space and 10-20 points in the control parameter space, were compared. Each algorithm was run for 10 trials at each grid density. The inner numeric integral of the expected policy score improvement method was a summation over the environmental component of this grid.
• The outer integral of the expected policy score improvement method was run at various resolutions, and with varying limits: integration limits of ±3 and ±4 were both used, each with sampling density of 31 and 61 points. These values were selected after conducting a small study of the effect of limits and sampling density on the accuracy of the numeric integration of the expected improvement metric. We reiterate here that the expected policy score improvement method had greater computational requirements given the same implementation choices; however, we are interested in quality of the algorithm rather than computational performance, as the time required by the algorithm is assumed to be relatively insignificant compared to system output evaluation times for real systems.
A. Test Functions
A summary of the results of these methods is shown in Fig. 5 . As expected, random point selection performs suboptimally, showing that it is important to carefully select experiments. However, as coverage is guaranteed, random selection results in continual policy improvement. Standard expected improvement also shows an unsurprising trend: initially, performance is comparable to the other algorithms, as it seeks out the best area of X e ×X c . However, the overall expected improvement is low in regions of X e that do not have high values for f , and so policy score tends to stagnate quickly, ignoring potential score function improvements in these regions.
The unbiased expected improvement performs much better, eliminating the bias of standard expected improvement. This suggests that it is a reasonable, simple choice to use for tackling such point selection problems. Finally, the expected policy score improvement algorithm improves upon unbiased expected improvement, but only slightly. In all of the results, it was always shown to be at least as good, but often the margin of improvement was very slight. This indicates that although expected policy score improvement potentially gives a better approximation to the expected improvement of the policy score, unbiased expected improvement provides a much simpler and quicker method which produces similarly high quality results. The final choice between these methods involves several factors, and is largely application dependent.
While not strictly algorithm parameters, implementation decisions can have significant effects on performance. Figure 6(a) illustrates that a more dense sampling of candidate points improves the average generated policy's performance, relative to the start of the test, by as much as 50% (near experiment 75) for the UEI algorithm. During computation of the numeric integrals of the EPSI algorithm, this grid size was the resolution of the integral over the environment space (see (6)), and was also shown to have a notable effect (see Fig. 6(b) ). The resolution of the integral over the predictive distribution for EPSI can be a limiting factor as well, as seen in Fig. 6 (c) and 6(d). The dependence of EPSI on high density numeric integrals is one of the most significant limitations of this algorithm.
B. Simulation And Physical System Results
As such a complete analysis could not be run on physical systems due to the expensive nature of system output evaluation and the inability to compute a true policy score, we instead set up a range of environmental conditions in a "test course", and then used the above algorithms to generate policies which were scored on this test course. These policies map environment parameters (slope and crevise width) into a 2-D gait parameter control space (see [1] ). The EPSI algorithm was compared to random point selection.
Two test courses were defined, one for a simulation of a snake robot and one for the physical mechanism in Choset's lab [24] . The tests involved crawling through a crevice and crawling up slopes of various steepness. As the control policies generated did not consider transition effects, the Performance of policies generated from points selected randomly versus using the expected policy score improvement method. In the top row, a simulated snake robot crawls through a crevice of varying width using a helical rolling motion. The system performance is a measure of locomotive energy efficiency; high amplitude controllers do well in wide cracks but waste energy in small cracks. The bottom row shows a physical robot climbing up an incline; higher amplitudes work well for flat ground, but smaller amplitudes allow the robot to climb steeper inclines without slipping backwards. In both cases, 5 initial experiments were selected randomly before use of the point selection method. Candidate points were chosen from a grid 40 environment points by 20 control points. Only one trial was conducted for each setup. environment changes during evaluation on the test course involved instantaneous terrain and parameter changes (when using the physical snake this was accomplished by pausing the test in order to change these parameters).
Finally, the additional difficulty of noisy function evaluations is encountered when working with the robot and simulations. Although there is no explicit mention of noise in the algorithms, an appropriate choice of GP covariance function attempts to characterize this by fitting a noise parameter as well.This allows the algorithms to remain effective even in the presence of stochastic system output evaluations.
Results of evaluation of the policies generated during testing are shown in Fig. 7 . Overall, expected policy score improvement caused superior policies to be generated, as compared to random point selection (this comparison is not as unfair as it might seem; in the analytic tests random performed second only to the proposed algorithms, because standard approaches are not appropriate for this problem). The difference can be noted even after only 10 samples of the space (the first 5 of which are the randomly generated initial sampling). These results also show that using surrogate functions still carries risk, as a bad surrogate function fit can result in a bad policy, such as that seen after 20 experiments from the simulated snake. This result suggests the use of a low-risk policy generation method when few sampled points are available, and a less conservative method when more data is available.
VI. CONCLUSION This paper has formulated an optimization problem that applies to expensive systems operating in varying environmental conditions. By carefully selecting training experiments, a superior control policy can be generated with a low number of system evaluations.
This framework is applicable to a rich set of problems. Locomoting systems, industrial processes, and prescription drugs all operate in changing environmental conditions, are expensive to test, and could benefit from optimal adaptive control policies. We have described two potential approaches for this experiment selection, both inspired by the statistical notion of expected improvement. One approach provides a fast, efficient computation that performs reasonably well, while the other is more complex and computationally intensive, but produces better results overall. We have also proposed a simple method for policy generation, given the experiments chosen by such an algorithm. We have demonstrated the efficacy of these algorithms, and presented a summary of results on analytic test functions as well as a physical snake robot system.
In addition to producing superior control policies as compared to naïve approaches, these methods have the advantage of requiring no algorithm parameters to tune for particular applications. However, there are still several implementation details that must be considered, including reasonable covariance functions for fitting Gaussian processes to the system output and numeric integral resolution.
Improving the algorithms so that these implementation details are less important choices is one direction for future work; by improving the efficiency of the computation in the numeric integral, we remove the limiting factor for high resoltion integrals. This could be approached by applying methods to quickly update a GP distribution given one additional sample, or deriving analytic expressions that could be used in place of numeric ones.
Other plans for extending this work include demonstrating the efficacy of the algorithms on higher dimensional problems, more extensive use for improving adaptability of real world systems, and comparing the proposed methods against a wider range of possible approaches to this problem. We are also interested in proving theoretic properties of the algorithms, such as completeness, and more rigorously accounting for noisy system output.
